
34-1 Ancestral screen (nduen fobara), Kalabari Ijaw, Nigeria, late 19th century. Wood, fiber, and cloth, 3� 9 1–2� high. British
Museum, London.

The hierarchical composition and the stylized human anatomy and facial features in this Kalabari ancestral screen are common 
in African art, but the shrine’s complexity is exceptional.

1 ft.
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Africa (MAP 34-1) was one of the first art-producing regions of the world (see Chapters 1 and 15),
but its early history remains largely undocumented. In fact, a mere generation ago, scholars still of-

ten presented African art as if it had no history. For the period treated in this chapter, however, art histo-
rians are on firmer ground. Information gleaned from archaeology and field research in Africa (mainly
interviews with local people) provides much more detail on the use, function, and meaning of art ob-
jects produced during the past two centuries than for the period before 1800. As in earlier eras, the arts
in Africa exist in greatly varied human situations, and knowledge of these contexts is essential for under-
standing the artworks. In Africa, art is nearly always an active agent in the lives of its diverse peoples. This
chapter presents a sample of characteristic works from different regions of the continent from the early
19th century to the present.

19TH CENTURY
Rock paintings are among the most ancient arts of Africa (FIGS. 1-3 and 15-2). Yet the tradition also con-
tinued well into the historical period. The latest examples date as recently as the 19th century, and some
of these depict events involving Europeans. Many examples have been found in South Africa.

San
Scholars use the generic name San to describe the peoples who occupied the southeastern coast of South
Africa at the time of the earliest European colonization. The San were hunters and gatherers, and their
art often centered on the animals they pursued.

BAMBOO MOUNTAIN One of the most impressive preserved San rock paintings (FIG. 34-2),
originally about eight feet long but now regrettably in fragments, comes from near the source of the 
Mzimkhulu River at Bamboo Mountain and dates to the mid-19th century. At that time, the increasing de-
velopment of colonial ranches and the settlements of African agriculturists had greatly affected the lifestyle

34
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MAP 34-1 Africa in the early 21st century.

890 Chapter 34 AFRICA AFTER 1800

and movement patterns of San hunters and gatherers, often displac-
ing them from their ancestral lands. In some regions, they began to
raid local ranches for livestock and horses as an alternate food
source. The Bamboo Mountain rock painting was probably made af-
ter a series of stock raids over a period from about 1838 to 1848. Var-
ious South African military and police forces unsuccessfully pursued
the San raiders. Poor weather, including frequent rains and fog,
added to the difficulty of capturing a people who had lived in the re-
gion for many generations and knew its terrain intimately.

On the right side of the composition (not illustrated), two San
riders on horses laden with meat drive a large herd of cattle and
horses toward a San encampment located left of center and encircled
by an outline (FIG. 34-2, bottom). Within the camp are various women
and children. To the far left (FIG. 34-2, top), a single figure (perhaps a
diviner or rainmaker) leads an eland, an animal the San considered
effective in rainmaking and ancestor rituals, toward the encampment.
The similarity of this scene to other rock paintings with spiritual in-
terpretations (a human leading an animal) suggests that this motif

may represent a ritual leader in a trance state. The leader calls on
rain—brought by the intervention of the sacred eland—to foil the
attempts of the government soldiers and police to locate and punish
the San raiders. The close correspondence between the painting’s
imagery and the events of 1838–1848 adds to the likelihood that the
San created this work to record government action as well as to facil-
itate rainmaking.

Fang and Kota
Although African works of art are often difficult to date precisely, art
historians have been able to assign to the 19th century with some con-
fidence a number of objects that lack historical references. These in-
clude the reliquary guardian figures made by the Fang and several
other migratory peoples living just south of the equator in Gabon and
Cameroon. Throughout the continent, Africans venerate ancestors for
the continuing aid they believe they provide the living, including help
in maintaining the productivity of the earth for bountiful crop pro-
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duction. The reliquary figures play an important role in ancestor wor-
ship. Among both the Fang and the peoples scholars usually refer to as
Kota in neighboring areas, ancestor veneration takes material form as
collections of cranial and other bones (relics) gathered in special con-
tainers. These portable reliquaries were ideal for African nomadic
population groups such as the Fang and the Kota.

FANG BIERI Stylized wooden human figures (FIG. 34-3), or in
some cases, simply heads protected the Fang relic containers. The
sculptors of these Fang guardian figures, or bieri, designed them to
sit on the edge of cylindrical bark boxes of ancestral bones, ensuring
that no harm would befall the ancestral spirits. The wood figures are
symmetrical, with proportions that greatly emphasize the head, and
they feature a rhythmic buildup of forms that suggests contained

power. Particularly striking are the proportions of the bodies of the
bieri, which resemble those of an infant, although the muscularity of
the figures implies an adult. Scholars believe the sculptor chose this
combination of traits to suggest the cycle of life, appropriate for an
art form connected with the cult of ancestors.

19th Century 891

34-2 Stock raid with cattle, horses, encampment, and magical “rain animal,” rock
painting (two details), San, Bamboo Mountain, South Africa, mid-19th century.
Pigments on rock, full painting 8� long. Natal Museum, Pietermaritzburg.

Rock paintings are among the most ancient arts in Africa, and the tradition continued
into the 19th century. This example depicts events of 1838–1848 and San rainmaking
rituals in South Africa.

34-3 Reliquary guardian figure (bieri), Fang, Gabon,
late 19th century. Wood, 1� 8 3–8� high. Philadelphia
Museum of Art, Philadelphia.

Fang bieri guard cylindrical bark boxes of ancestor bones
(reliquaries). The figures have the bodies of infants and
the muscularity of adults, a combination of traits sug-
gesting the cycle of life.

1 in.
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KOTA MBULU NGULU The Kota of Gabon also have reliquary
guardian figures, called mbulu ngulu (FIG. 34-4). These figures have
severely stylized bodies in the form of an open diamond below a
wooden head covered with strips and sheets of polished copper and
brass. The Kota believe the gleaming surfaces repel evil. The simpli-
fied heads have hairstyles flattened out laterally above and beside the
face. Geometric ridges, borders, and subdivisions add a textured ele-
gance to the shiny forms. The copper alloy on most of these images
is reworked sheet brass (or copper wire) taken from brass basins orig-
inating in Europe and traded into this area of equatorial Africa in
the 18th and 19th centuries. The Kota insert the lower portion of the
image into a basket or box of ancestral relics.

Kalabari Ijaw 
The Kalabari Ijaw peoples have hunted and fished in the eastern
delta of the Niger River in present-day Nigeria for several centuries.
A cornerstone of this economy, however, has long been trade, and
trading organizations known locally as canoe houses play a central
role in Kalabari society

ANCESTRAL SCREENS As in so many other African cul-
tures, Kalabari artists and patrons have lavished attention on shrines
in honor of ancestors. The Kalabari shrines take a unique form and
feature elaborate screens of wood, fiber, textiles, and other materials.

An especially elaborate example (FIG. 34-1) is the almost four-foot-
tall nduen fobara honoring a deceased chief of a trading corporation.
Displayed in the house in which the chief lived, the screen represents
the chief himself at the center holding a long silver-tipped staff in his
right hand and a curved knife in his left hand. His chest is bare, and
drapery covers the lower part of his body. His impressive headdress is
in the form of a 19th-century European sailing ship, a reference to the
chief ’s successful trading business. Flanking him are his attendants,
smaller in size as appropriate for their lower rank. The heads of his
slaves are at the top of the screen and those of his conquered rivals are
at the bottom. The hierarchical composition and the stylized rendi-
tion of human anatomy and facial features are common in African
art, but the richness and complexity of this shrine are exceptional.

Bamum
In addition to celebrating ancestors, much African art glorifies living
rulers (see “Art and Leadership in Africa,” Chapter 15, page 397). In
the kingdom of Bamum in present-day Cameroon, the ruler lived in
a palace compound at the capital city of Foumban until its destruc-
tion in 1910. Some items of the royal regalia survive.

THRONE OF NSANGU The royal arts of Bamum make ex-
tensive use of richly colored textiles and luminous materials, such as
glass beads and cowrie shells. The ultimate status symbol was the

892 Chapter 34 AFRICA AFTER 1800

34-4 Reliquary
guardian figure
(mbulu ngulu),
Kota, Gabon,
19th or early 20th
century. Wood,
copper, iron, and
brass, 1� 9 1––16� high.
Musée Barbier-
Mueller, Geneva.

Kota guardian fig-
ures have bodies in
the form of an open
lozenge and large
heads. Polished
copper and brass
sheets cover the
wood forms. The
Kota believe that
gleaming surfaces
repel evil.

34-5 Throne and footstool of King Nsangu, Bamum, Cameroon,
ca. 1870. Wood, textile, glass beads, and cowrie shells, 5� 9� high.
Museum für Völkerkunde, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Berlin.

King Nsangu’s throne features luminous beads and shells and richly
colored textiles. The decoration includes intertwining serpents, male
and female retainers, and bodyguards with European rifles.

1 in.

1 ft.
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king’s throne. The throne (FIG. 34-5) that belonged to King Nsangu
(r. 1865–1872 and 1885–1887) is a masterpiece of Bamum art. Inter-
twining blue and black serpents decorate the cylindrical seat. Above
are the figures of two of the king’s retainers, perpetually at his service.
One, a man, holds the royal drinking horn. The other is a woman car-
rying a serving bowl in her hands. Below are two of the king’s body-
guards wielding European rifles. Decorating the rectangular footstool
are dancing figures. When the king sat on this throne, his rich gar-
ments complemented the bright colors of his seat, advertising his
wealth and power to all who were admitted to his palace.

Fon 
The foundation of the Fon kingdom in the present-day Republic of
Benin dates to around 1600. Under King Guezo (r. 1818–1858), the Fon
became a regional power with an economy based on the trade in palm
oil. In 1900 the French dismantled the kingdom and brought many 
artworks to Paris, where they inspired several prominent early-20th-
century Western artists (see “Primitivism,” Chapter 35, page 920).

KING GLELE After his first military victory, Guezo’s son Glele
(r. 1858–1889) commissioned a prisoner of war, Akati Akpele
Kendo, to make a life-size iron statue (FIG. 34-6) of a warrior, proba-
bly the war god Gu, for a battle shrine in Glele’s palace at Ahomey. This 
bocio, or empowerment figure, was the centerpiece of a circle of iron

swords and other weapons set vertically into the ground. The warrior
strides forward with swords in both hands, ready to do battle. He wears
a crown of miniature weapons and tools on his head. The form of the
crown echoes the circle of swords around the statue. The Fon believed
that the bocio protected their king, and they transported it to the bat-
tlefield whenever they set out to fight an enemy force. King Glele’s iron
warrior is remarkable for its size and for the fact that not only is the pa-
tron’s name known but so too is the artist’s name—a rare instance in
Africa before the 20th century (see “African Artists,” page 897).

Kongo
The Congo River formed the principal transportation route for the
peoples of Central Africa during the 19th century, fostering cultural
exchanges as well as trade, both among Africans and with Europeans.

YOMBE PFEMBA Some scholars have suggested that the mother-
and-child groups (pfemba) of the Yombe in the Democratic Repub-
lic of Congo may reflect the influence of Christian Madonna-and-
Child imagery. The Yombe pfemba are not deities, however, but images
of Kongo royalty. One 19th-century example (FIG. 34-7) represents
a woman with a royal cap, chest scarification, and jewelry. The image
may commemorate an ancestor or, more likely, a legendary founding
clan mother. The Kongo call some of these figures “white chalk,” a ref-
erence to the medicinal power of white kaolin clay. Diviners own some

19th Century 893

34-6 Akati
Akpele Kendo,
Warrior figure (Gu?),
from the palace of
King Glele, Abomey,
Fon, Republic of
Benin, 1858–1859.
Iron, 5� 5� high.
Musée du quai
Branly, Paris.

This bocio, or em-
powerment figure,
probably repre-
senting the war god
Gu, was the center-
piece of a circle of
iron swords. The Fon
believed it protected
their king, and they
set it up on the
battlefield.

34-7 Yombe
mother and child
(pfemba), Kongo,
Democratic Repub-
lic of Congo, late
19th century. Wood,
glass, glass beads,
brass tacks, and
pigment, 10 1–8� high.
National Museum
of African Art,
Washington, D.C.

The mother in 
this Yombe group
wears a royal cap
and jewelry and
displays her chest
scarification. The
image may com-
memorate an
ancestor or, more
likely, a legendary
founding clan
mother.

1 ft.

1 in.
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of them, and others have been used by women’s organizations to treat
infertility, but the function of this 19th-century pfemba is uncertain.

NKISI N’KONDI The large standing statue (FIG. 34-8) of a man
bristling with nails and blades is a Kongo power figure (nkisi n’kondi)
that a trained priest consecrated using precise ritual formulas. These
images embodied spirits believed to heal and give life or sometimes
inflict harm, disease, or even death. Each figure had its specific role,
just as it wore particular medicines—here protruding from the ab-
domen and featuring a large cowrie shell. The Kongo also activated
every image differently. Owners appealed to a figure’s forces every

time they inserted a nail or blade, as if to prod the spirit to do its
work. People invoked other spirits by repeating certain chants, by
rubbing them, or by applying special powders. The roles of power
figures varied enormously, from curing minor ailments to stimulat-
ing crop growth, from punishing thieves to weakening an enemy.
Very large Kongo figures, such as this one, had exceptional ascribed
powers and aided entire communities. Although benevolent for their
owners, the figures stood at the boundary between life and death, and
most villagers held them in awe. As is true of the pfemba group (FIG.
34-7), compared with the sculptures of other African peoples, this
Kongo figure is relatively naturalistic, although the carver simplified
the facial features and magnified the size of the head for emphasis.

Dogon
The Dogon live in the inland delta region of the great Niger River in
what is today Mali. Numbering almost 300,000, spread among hun-
dreds of small villages, the Dogon practice farming as their principal
occupation.

LINKED MAN AND WOMAN One of the most common
themes in Dogon art is the human couple. A characteristic Dogon
linked-man-and-woman group (FIG. 34-9) of the early 19th cen-
tury is probably a shrine or altar, although contextual information is
lacking. Interpretations vary, but the image vividly documents pri-
mary gender roles in traditional African society. The man wears a
quiver on his back, and the woman carries a child on hers. Thus, the
man assumes a protective role as hunter or warrior, the woman a
nurturing role. The slightly larger man reaches behind his mate’s
neck and touches her breast, as if to protect her. His left hand points
to his genitalia. Four stylized figures support the stool upon which
they sit. They are probably either spirits or ancestors, but the identity
of the larger figures is uncertain.

The strong stylization of Dogon sculptures contrasts sharply with
the organic, relatively realistic treatment of the human body in Kongo
art (FIG. 34-7). The artist who carved the Dogon couple (FIG. 34-9)
based the forms more on the idea or concept of the human body than
on observation of individual heads, torsos, and limbs. The linked body
parts are tubes and columns articulated inorganically. The carver rein-
forced the almost abstract geometry of the overall composition by in-
cising rectilinear and diagonal patterns on the surfaces. The Dogon
artist also understood the importance of space, and charged the voids,
as well as the sculptural forms, with rhythm and tension.

Baule
The Baule of present-day Côte d’Ivoire do not have kings, and their
societies are more egalitarian than many others in Africa, but Baule
art encompasses some of the same basic themes seen elsewhere on
the continent.

BUSH SPIRITS The wooden Baule statues (FIG. 34-10) of a
man and woman probably portray bush spirits (asye usu). The sculp-
tor most likely carved them for a trance diviner, a religious specialist
who consulted the spirits symbolized by the figures on behalf of
clients either sick or in some way troubled. In Baule thought, bush
spirits are short, horrible-looking, and sometimes deformed crea-
tures, yet Baule sculptors represent them in the form of beautiful,
ideal human beings, because ugly figures would offend the spirits and
would refuse to work for the diviner. Among the Baule, as among
many West African peoples, bush or wilderness spirits both cause dif-
ficulties in life and, if properly addressed and placated, may solve
problems or cure sickness. In dance and trance performances—with
wooden figures and other objects displayed nearby—the diviner can
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34-8 Nail figure (nkisi n’kondi), Kongo, from Shiloango River area,
Democratic Republic of Congo, ca. 1875–1900. Wood, nails, blades,
medicinal materials, and cowrie shell, 3� 10 3–4 � high. Detroit Institute 
of Arts, Detroit.

Only priests using ritual formulas could consecrate Kongo power
figures, which embody spirits that can heal or inflict harm. The statue
has simplified anatomical forms and a very large head.

1 ft.
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divine, or understand, the will of unseen spirits as well as their needs
or prophecies, which the diviner passes on to clients. When not set
up outdoors for a performance, the figures and other objects remain
in the diviner’s house or shrine, where more private consultations
take place. In striking contrast to the Dogon sculptor of the seated
man and woman (FIG. 34-9), the artist who created this matched
pair of Baule male and female images recorded many naturalistic as-
pects of human anatomy, skillfully translating them into finished
sculptural form. At the same time, the sculptor was well aware of
creating waka sran (people of wood) rather than living beings. Thus,
the artist freely exaggerated the length of the figures’ necks and the
size of their heads and calf muscles, all of which are forms of ideal-
ization in Baule culture.

20TH CENTURY
The art of Africa during the past 100 years ranges from traditional
works depicting age-old African themes to modern works that are
international in both content and style. Both men and women have
long been active in African art production, usually specializing in
different types of objects (see “Gender Roles in African Art Produc-
tion,” page 896).

Benin
Some of the most important 20th-century African artworks come
from areas with strong earlier artistic traditions. The kingdom of
Benin (see Chapter 15) in present-day Nigeria is a prime example.

20th Century 895

34-9 Seated couple, Dogon, Mali, ca. 1800–1850. Wood, 2� 4� high.
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York (gift of Lester Wunderman).

This Dogon carving of a linked man and woman documents gender
roles in traditional African society. The protective man wears a quiver
on his back. The nurturing woman carries a child on hers.

34-10 Male and female figures, probably bush spirits (asye usu),
Baule, Côte d’Ivoire, late 19th or early 20th century. Wood, beads, and
kaolin, man 1� 9 3–4 � high, woman 1� 8 5–8� high. Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, New York (Michael C. Rockefeller Memorial Collection, gift of
Nelson A. Rockefeller).

In contrast to the Dogon couple (FIG. 34-9), this pair includes many
naturalistic aspects of human anatomy, but the sculptor enlarged the
necks, calves, and heads, a form of idealization in Baule culture.

1 in.

1 in.
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SHRINE OF EWEKA II In 1897, when the British sacked Benin
City, there were still 17 shrines to ancestors in the Benin royal palace.
Today only one 20th-century altar (FIG. 34-11) remains. According
to oral history, it is similar to centuries-earlier versions. With a base
of sacred riverbank clay, it is an assemblage of varied materials, ob-
jects, and symbols: a central copper-alloy altarpiece depicting a sa-
cred king flanked by members of his entourage, plus copper-alloy
heads, each fitted on top with an ivory tusk carved in relief. Behind
are wood staffs and metal bells. The heads represent both the kings
themselves and, through the durability of their material, the endur-
ing nature of kingship. Their glistening surfaces, seen as red and sig-
naling danger, repel evil forces that might adversely affect the shrine
and thus the king and kingdom. Elephant-tusk relief carvings atop

the heads commemorate important events and personages in Benin
history. Their bleached white color signifies purity and goodness
(probably of royal ancestors), and the tusks themselves represent
male physical power. The carved wood rattle-staffs standing at the
back refer to generations of dynastic ancestors by their bamboolike,
segmented forms. The rattle-staffs and the pyramidal copper-alloy
bells serve the important function of calling royal ancestral spirits to
rituals performed at the altar.

The Benin king’s head stands for wisdom, good judgment, and
divine guidance for the kingdom. The several heads in the ancestral
altar multiply these qualities. By means of animal sacrifices at this
site, the living king annually purifies his own head (and being) by 
invoking the collective strength of his ancestors. Thus, the varied 
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Until the past decade or two, art production in Africa has been
quite rigidly gender-specific. Men have been, and largely still

are, iron smiths and gold and copper-alloy casters. Men were archi-
tects, builders, and carvers of both wood and ivory. Women were,
and for the most part remain, wall and body painters, calabash dec-
orators, potters, and often clay sculptors, although men make clay
figures in some areas. Both men and women work with beads and
weave baskets and textiles, with men executing narrow strips (later
sewn together) on horizontal looms and women working wider
pieces of cloth on vertical looms.

Much African art, however, is collaborative. Men may build a
clay wall, for example, but women will normally decorate it. The
Igbo people build mbari houses (FIG. 34-23)—for ceremonies to
honor the earth goddess—that are truly collaborative despite the
fact that professional male artists model the figures displayed in the
houses. Festivals, invoking virtually all the arts, are also collabora-
tive. Masquerades (see “African Masquerades,” page 899) are largely
the province of men, yet in some cases women are asked to con-

tribute costume elements such as skirts, wrappers, and scarves. And
even though women dance masks among the Mende and related
peoples (see “Mende Women,” page 901), men have always carved
the masks themselves.

In late colonial and especially in postcolonial times, earlier gen-
der distinctions in art production began breaking down. Women, as
well as men, now weave kente cloth, and a number of women are
now sculptors in wood, metal, stone, and composite materials. Men
are making pottery, once the exclusive prerogative of women. Both
women and men make international art forms in urban and univer-
sity settings, although male artists are more numerous. One well-
known Nigerian woman artist, Sokari Douglas Camp (b. 1958), pro-
duces welded metal sculptures, sometimes of masqueraders. Douglas
Camp is thus doubly unusual. She might find it difficult to do this
work in her traditional home in the Niger River delta, but as she lives
and works in London, she encounters no adverse response. In the 
future there will undoubtedly be a further breaking down of restric-
tive barriers and greater mobility for artists.

Gender Roles in African Art Production

A R T  A N D  S O C I E T Y

34-11 Royal ancestral altar of
Benin King Eweka II, in the palace 
in Benin City, Nigeria, photographed
in 1970. Clay, copper alloy, wood,
and ivory.

This shrine to the heads of royal
ancestors is an assemblage of
varied materials, objects, and 
symbols. By sacrificing animals at
this site, the Benin king annually
invokes the collective strength of 
his ancestors.
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objects, symbols, colors, and materials comprising this shrine con-
tribute both visually and ritually to the imaging of royal power, as
well as to its history, renewal, and perpetuation. The composition of
the shrine, like that of the altar at its center and the Altar to the Hand
and Arm (FIG. 15-13), is hierarchical. At the center of all Benin hier-
archies stands the king (FIG. I-15).

Asante
The Asante of modern Ghana formed a strong confederacy around
1700. They are one of several peoples, including the Baule of Côte
d’Ivoire, who speak an Akan dialect.

OSEI BONSU A common stylistic characteristic of Asante fig-
ural art is the preference for conventionalized, flattened heads. Many

Akan peoples considered long, slightly flattened foreheads to be em-
blems of beauty, and mothers gently molded their children’s cranial
bones to reflect this value. These anatomical features appear in a
wooden image of a young girl (FIG. 34-12), or akua’ba (Akua’s
child), by one of the 20th century’s leading African sculptors, Osei
Bonsu (1900–1976). After consecrating a simplified wood akua’ba
sculpture at a shrine, a young woman hoping to conceive carried it
with her. Once pregnant, she continued to carry the figure to ensure
the safe delivery of a healthy and handsome child—among these
matrilineal people, preferably a girl. Compared with traditional
sculptures of this type, the more naturalistic rendering of the face
and crosshatched eyebrows in Osei Bonsu’s sculpture are distinctive
features of his personal style (see “African Artists and Apprentices,”
above).

20th Century 897

Traditionally, Africans have tended not to exalt artistic individu-
ality as much as Westerners have. Many people, in fact, consider

African art as anonymous, but that is primarily because early re-
searchers rarely asked for artists’ names. Nonetheless, art historians
can recognize many individual hands or styles even when an artist’s
name has not been recorded. During the past century, art historians
and anthropologists have been systematically noting the names and
life histories of specific individual artists, many of whom have strong
regional reputations. One of the earliest recorded names is that of
the mid-19th-century Fon sculptor and metalsmith Akati Akpele
Kendo (FIG. 34-6). Two 20th-century artists, renowned even from
one kingdom to another, were Osei Bonsu (FIGS. 34-12 and 34-13),
based in the Asante capital of Kumasi, and the Yoruba sculptor called
Olowe of Ise (FIG. 34-14) because he came from the town of Ise. Both
artists were master carvers, producing sculptures for kings and com-
moners alike.

Like other great artists in other places and times, both Bonsu
and Olowe had apprentices to assist them for several years while
learning their trade. Although there are various kinds of apprentice-
ship in Africa, novices typically lived with their masters and were
household servants as well as assistant carvers. They helped fell trees,
carry logs, and rough out basic shapes that the master later trans-
formed into finished work. African sculptors typically worked on
commission. Sometimes, as in Bonsu’s case, patrons traveled to the
home of the artist. But other times, even Bonsu moved to the home
of a patron for weeks or months while working on a commission.
Masters, and in some instances also apprentices, lived and ate in the
patron’s compound. Olowe, for example, resided with different
kings for many months at a time while he carved doors, veranda
posts (FIG. 34-14), and other works for royal families.

African Artists and Apprentices

A R T  A N D  S O C I E T Y

34-12 Osei Bonsu, Akua’ba (Akua’s child), Asante, Ghana, ca. 1935.
Wood, beads, and pigment, 10 1–4� high. Private collection.

Osei Bonsu was one of Africa’s leading sculptors. This figure, carried 
by women hoping to conceive a child, has a flattened face and cross-
hatched eyebrows, typical of the artist’s style.

1 in.
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LINGUIST’S STAFF Bonsu also carved the gold-covered wood
sculpture (FIG. 34-13) that depicts two men sitting at a table of
food. This object, commonly called a linguist’s staff because its car-
rier often speaks for a king or chief, has a related proverb: “Food is
for its rightful owner, not for the one who happens to be hungry.”
Food is a metaphor for the office the king or chief rightfully holds.
The “hungry” man lusts for the office. The linguist, who is an impor-
tant counselor and adviser to the king, might carry this staff to a
meeting at which a rival contests the king’s title to the stool (his
throne, the office). Many hundreds of sculptures from this region
have proverbs or other sayings associated with them, which has cre-
ated a rich verbal tradition relating to the visual arts of the Akan
peoples.

Yoruba
The Yoruba have a long history in southwestern Nigeria and the
southern Republic of Benin dating to the founding of Ile-Ife in the
11th century (see Chapter 15). In the 20th century, Yoruba artists
were among the most skilled on the continent. One who achieved
international recognition was Olowe of Ise (ca. 1873–1938).

OLOWE OF ISE Olowe was the leading Yoruba sculptor of the
early 20th century, and kings throughout Yorubaland sought his 
services. The king of Ikere, for example, employed Olowe for four
years starting in 1910. A tall veranda post (FIG. 34-14) that Olowe

carved in the 1920s for the
house of Chief Elefoshan
of Akure is typical of his
style. To achieve greater
height, Olowe stacked his
weapon-carrying eques-
trian warrior on top of a
platform supported on the
heads and upraised arms
of four attenuated figures,
two men and two women,
with long necks and en-
larged heads. The latter
trait is common among
most Yoruba sculptors, but
elongated bodies are an
Olowe characteristic, along
with finely textured detail,
seen in the warrior’s tunic.

The post dates to a time when Europeans had already become a
colonial presence among Yoruba peoples. Olowe subtly recorded
this presence by placing a European-style billed cap on one of the
male supporting figures. The overall design, more complex and
with more open space than most posts by other carvers, signals
Olowe’s virtuosity.
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34-13 Osei Bonsu, linguist’s staff of two men sitting at a table of
food, Asante, Ghana, mid-20th century. Wood and gold leaf, section
shown 10� high. Collection of the Paramount Chief of Offinso, Asante.

Osei Bonsu carved this gold-covered wooden linguist’s staff for some-
one who could speak for the Asante king. At the top are two men sitting
at a table of food—a metaphor for the office of the king.

34-14 Olowe of Ise,
veranda post, from Akure,
Yoruba, Nigeria, 1920s.
Wood and pigment,
14� 6� high. Denver Art
Museum, Denver.

Olowe carved this post
when Europeans had
already become familiar
among Yoruba peoples. 
He subtly recorded this
colonialism in the Euro-
pean cap of one of the 
men supporting the
equestrian warrior.

1 in.

1 ft.
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Senufo
The Senufo peoples of the western Sudan region in what is now
northern Côte d’Ivoire have a population today of more than a mil-
lion. They speak several different languages, sometimes even in the
same village. Not surprisingly, there are many different Senufo art
forms, all closely tied to community life.

MASQUERADES Senufo men dance many masks (see “African
Masquerades,” above), mostly in the context of Poro, the primary
men’s association for socialization and initiation, a protracted process

that takes nearly 20 years to complete. Maskers also perform at funer-
als and other public spectacles. Large Senufo masks (for example, FIG.
34-15) are composite creatures, combining characteristics of ante-
lope, crocodile, warthog, hyena, and human: sweeping horns, a head,
and an open-jawed snout with sharp teeth. These masks incarnate
both ancestors and bush powers that combat witchcraft and sorcery,
malevolent spirits, and the wandering dead. They are protectors who
fight evil with their aggressively powerful forms and their medicines.

At funerals, Senufo maskers attend the corpse and help expel
the deceased from the village. This is the deceased individual’s final

20th Century 899

The art of masquerade has long been a quintessential African ex-
pressive form, replete with meaning and cultural importance.

This is so today, but was even more critically true in colonial times
and earlier, when African masking societies boasted extensive regu-
latory and judicial powers. In stateless societies, such as those of the
Senufo (FIGS. 34-15 and 34-16), Dogon (FIG. 34-17), and Mende
(FIG. 34-18), masks sometimes became so influential they had their
own priests and served as power sources or as oracles. Societies em-
powered maskers to levy fines and to apprehend witches (usually de-
fined as socially destructive people) and criminals, and to judge and
punish them. Normally, however—especially today—masks are less
threatening and more secular and educational, and they serve as di-
versions from the humdrum of daily life. Masked dancers usually
embody either ancestors, seen as briefly returning to the human
realm, or various nature spirits called upon for their special powers.

The mask, a costume ensemble’s focal point, combines with held
objects, music, and dance gestures to invoke a specific named charac-
ter, almost always considered a spirit. A few masked spirits appear by
themselves, but more often several characters come out together or in
turn. Maskers enact a broad range of human, animal, and fantastic
otherworldly behavior that is usually both stimulating and didactic.
Masquerades, in fact, vary in function or effect along a continuum
from weak spirit power and strong entertainment value to those rarely
seen but possessing vast executive powers backed by powerful shrines.
Most operate between these extremes, crystallizing varieties of human
and animal behavior—caricatured, ordinary, comic, bizarre, serious,
or threatening. These actions inform and affect audience members be-
cause of their dramatic staging. It is the purpose of most masquerades
to move people, to affect them, to effect change.

Thus, masks and masquerades are mediators—between men and
women, youths and elders, initiated and uninitiated, powers of nature
and those of human agency, and even life and death. For many groups
in West and Central Africa, masking plays (or once played) an active
role in the socialization process, especially for men, who control most
masks. Maskers carry boys (and, more rarely, girls) away from their
mothers to bush initiation camps, put them through ordeals and
schooling, and welcome them back to society as men months or even
years later. A second major role is in aiding the transformation of im-
portant deceased persons into productive ancestors who, in their new
roles, can bring benefits to the living community. Because most mask-
ing cultures are agricultural, it is not surprising that Africans often in-
voke masquerades to increase the productivity of the fields, to stimu-
late the growth of crops, and later to celebrate the harvest.

African Masquerades

A R T  A N D  S O C I E T Y

34-15 Senufo masquerader, Côte d’Ivoire, photographed 
ca. 1980–1990.

Senufo masqueraders are always men. Their masks often represent
composite creatures that incarnate both ancestors and bush powers.
They fight malevolent spirits with their aggressively powerful forms.
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transition, a rite of passage parallel to that undergone by all men
during their years of Poro socialization. When an important person
dies, the convergence of several masking groups, as well as the music,
dancing, costuming, and feasting of many people, constitute a festive
and complex work of art that transcends any one mask or character.

Some men also dance female masks. The most recurrent type
has a small face with fine features, several extensions, and varied 
motifs—a hornbill bird in the illustrated example (FIG. 34-16)—
rising from the forehead. The men who dance these feminine char-
acters also wear knitted body suits or trade-cloth costumes to indi-
cate their beauty and their ties with the order and civilization of the
village. They may be called “pretty young girl,” “beautiful lady,” or
“wife” of one of the heavy, terrorizing masculine masks (FIG. 34-15)
that appear before or after them.

Dogon
The Dogon (FIG. 34-9) continue to excel at carving wood figures, but
many Dogon artists are specialists in fashioning large masks for
elaborate cyclical masquerades.

SATIMBE MASKS Dogon masqueraders dramatize creation
legends. These stories say that women were the first ancestors to imi-
tate spirit maskers and thus the first human masqueraders. Men later
took over the masks, forever barring women from direct involvement
with masking processes. A mask called Satimbe (FIG. 34-17), that is,
“sister on the head,” seems to represent all women and commemo-
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34-16 “Beautiful Lady” dance mask, Senufo, Côte d’Ivoire, late 20th
century. Wood, 1� 1–2� high. Musée Barbier-Mueller, Geneva.

Some Senufo men dance female masks like this one with a hornbill bird
rising from the forehead. The female characters are sometimes the
wives of the terrorizing male masks (FIG. 34-15).

34-17 Satimbe masquerader, Dogon, Mali, mid- to late 20th century.

Satimbe (“sister on the head”) masks commemorate the legend 
describing women as the first masqueraders. The mask’s crown is a
woman with large breasts and sticklike bent arms.

1 in.
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rates this legend. Satimbe masks consist of a roughly rectangular cov-
ering for the head with narrow rectangular openings for the eyes and
a crowning element, much larger than the mask proper, depicting a
schematic woman with large protruding breasts and sticklike bent
arms. In ceremonies called Dama, held every several years to honor
the lives of people who have died since the last Dama, Satimbe is
among the dozens of different masked spirit characters that escort
dead souls away from the village. The deceased are sent off to the land
of the dead where, as ancestors, they will be enjoined to benefit their
living descendants and stimulate agricultural productivity.

Mende
The Mende are farmers who occupy the Atlantic coast of Africa in
Sierra Leone. Although men own and perform most masks in Africa,
in Mende society the women control and dance the masks (see
“Mende Women as Maskers,” above).

SOWIE MASKS The glistening black surface of Mende Sowie
masks (FIG. 34-18) evokes female ancestral spirits newly emergent
from their underwater homes (also symbolized by the turtle on top).
The mask and its parts refer to ideals of female beauty, morality, and
behavior. A high, broad forehead signifies wisdom and success. The
neck ridges have multiple meanings. They are signs of beauty, good
health, and prosperity and also refer to the ripples in the water from
which the water spirits emerge. Intricately woven or plaited hair is
the essence of harmony and order found in ideal households. A
small closed mouth and downcast eyes indicate the silent, serious
demeanor expected of recent initiates.

Kuba
The Kuba have been well established in the Democratic Republic of
Congo since at least the 16th century. They represent almost 20 dif-
ferent ethnic groups who all recognize the authority of a single king.

20th Century 901

The Mende and neighboring peo-
ples of Sierra Leone, Liberia, and

Guinea are unique in Africa in that
women rather than men are the 
masqueraders. The masks (FIG. 34-18)
and costumes they wear conceal the
women’s bodies from the audience at-
tending their performance. The Sande
society of the Mende is the women’s
counterpart to the Senufo men’s Poro
society. These associations control the
initiation, education, and accultura-
tion of female and male youth, respec-
tively. Women leaders who dance these
masks serve as priestesses and judges
during the three years the women’s so-
ciety controls the ritual calendar (alternating with the men’s soci-
ety in this role), thus serving the community as a whole. Women
maskers, also initiators, teachers, and mentors, help girl novices with
their transformation into educated and marriageable women. Sande
women associate their Sowie masks with water spirits and the color
black, which the society, in turn, connects with human skin color
and the civilized world. The women wear these helmet masks on top
of their heads as headdresses, with black raffia and cloth costumes to
hide the wearers’ identity during public performances. Elaborate
coiffures, shiny black color, dainty triangular-shaped faces with slit
eyes, rolls around the neck, and actual and carved versions of amulets
and various emblems on the top commonly characterize Sowie
masks (FIG. 34-18). These symbolize the adult women’s roles as
wives, mothers, providers for the family, and keepers of medicines for
use within the Sande association and the society at large.

Sande members commission the masks from male carvers, with
the carver and patron together determining the type of mask needed
for a particular societal purpose. The Mende often keep, repair, and
reuse masks for many decades, thereby preserving them as models
for subsequent generations of carvers.

Mende Women as Maskers

A R T  A N D  S O C I E T Y

34-18 Female mask,
Mende, Sierra Leone,
20th century. Wood and
pigment, 1� 2 1–2� high.
Fowler Museum of Cultural
History, University of Cali-
fornia, Los Angeles (gift of
the Wellcome Trust).

This Mende mask refers 
to ideals of female beauty,
morality, and behavior. The
large forehead signifies
wisdom, the neck design
beauty and health, and the
plaited hair the order of
ideal households.

1 in.
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BWOOM AND NGADY AMWAASH At the court of Kuba
kings, three masks, known as Mwashamboy, Bwoom, and Ngady
Amwaash, represent legendary royal ancestors. Mwashamboy symbol-
izes the founding ancestor, Woot, and embodies the king’s supernat-
ural and political powers. Bwoom (FIG. 34-19), with its bulging
forehead, represents a legendary dwarf or pygmy who signifies the in-
digenous peoples on whom kingship was imposed. Bwoom also vies
with Mwashamboy for the attention of the beautiful female ancestor,
Ngady Amwaash (FIG. 34-20), who symbolizes both the first woman
and all women. On her cheeks are striped tears from the pain of child-
birth, and because to procreate, Ngady must commit incest with her
father, Woot. These three characters reenact creation stories while re-
hearsing various forms of archetypal behaviors that instruct young
men during initiation and reinforce basic Kuba societal values. The
masks and their costumes, with elaborate beads, feathers, animal pelts,
cowrie shells, cut-pile cloth, and ornamental trappings, as well as geo-
metric patterning, make for a sumptuous display at Kuba festivals.

KING KOT A-MBWEEKY III Throughout history, African
costumes have been laden with meaning and have projected messages
that all members of the society could read. A photograph (FIG. 34-21)
taken in 1970 shows Kuba King Kot a-Mbweeky III (r. 1969–) seated in
state before his court, bedecked in a dazzling multimedia costume with
many symbolic elements. The king commissioned the costume he wears
and now has become art himself. Eagle feathers, leopard skin, cowrie
shells, imported beads, raffia, and other materials combine to overload
and expand the image of the man, making him larger than life and most
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34-19 Bwoom masquerader, Kuba, Democratic Republic of Congo,
photographed ca. 1950.

At Kuba festivals, masqueraders reenact creation legends involving
Bwoom, Mwashamboy, and Ngady Amwaash. The first two are males
who vie for the attention of Ngady, the first female ancestor.

34-20 Ngady Amwaash mask, Kuba, Democratic Republic of Congo,
late 19th or early 20th century. Peabody Museum, Harvard University,
Cambridge.

Ngady’s mask incorporates beads, shells, and feathers in geometric
patterns. The stripes on her cheeks are tears from the pain of childbirth
after incest with her father, represented by the Mwashamboy mask.

34-21 Kuba King Kot a-Mbweeky III during a display for photog-
rapher and filmmaker Eliot Elisofon in 1970, Mushenge, Democratic
Republic of Congo.

Eagle feathers, leopard skin, cowrie shells, imported beads, raffia, and
other materials combine to make the Kuba king larger than life. He is a
collage of wealth, dignity, and military might.
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34-22 Samburu men and women dancing,
northern Kenya, photographed in 1973.

Men and women in many rural areas of Africa
embellish themselves with elaborate hairstyles,
painted bodies, and beaded jewelry. This per-
sonal decoration reveals age, marital status,
and parentage.

certainly a work of art. He is a collage, an assemblage. He holds not one
but two weapons, symbolic of his military might and underscoring his
wealth, dignity, and grandeur. The man, with his regalia, embodies the
office of sacred kingship. He is a superior being actually and figuratively,
raised upon a dais, flanked by ornate drums, with a treasure basket of
sacred relics by his left foot. The geometric patterns on the king’s cos-
tume and nearby objects, and the abundance and redundancy of rich
materials, epitomize the opulent style of Kuba court arts.

Samburu
In addition to wearing masks and costumes on special occasions,
people in many rural areas of eastern Africa, including the Samburu
in northern Kenya, continue to embellish their bodies.

BODY ADORNMENT The Samburu men and women shown
in FIG. 34-22 at a spontaneous dance have distinct styles of personal
decoration. Men, particularly warriors who are not yet married, ex-
pend hours creating elaborate hairstyles for one another. They paint
their bodies with red ocher, and wear bracelets, necklaces, and other
bands of beaded jewelry young women make for them. For them-
selves, women fashion more lavish constellations of beaded collars,
which they mass around their necks. As if to help separate the genders,
women shave their heads and adorn them with beaded headbands.
Personal decoration begins in childhood, increasing to become lavish
and highly self-conscious in young adulthood, and diminishing as
people age. Much of the decoration contains coded information—age,
marital or initiation status, parentage of a warrior son—that can be
read by those who know the codes. Dress ensembles have evolved over
time. Different colors and sizes of beads became available, as did plas-
tics and aluminum, and specific fashions have changed, but the overall
concept of fine personal adornment—that is, dress raised to the level
of art—remains much the same today as it was centuries ago.

Igbo
The Igbo of the Lower Niger region in present-day Nigeria have a dis-
tinguished artistic tradition dating back more than a thousand years
(see Chapter 15). The arts still play a vital role in Igbo society today.

MBARI HOUSES The powerful nature gods of the Igbo de-
mand about every 50 years that a community build an mbari house.
The Igbo construct these houses from mud as sacrifices to major

deities, often Ala, goddess of the earth. The
houses are elaborate unified artistic com-
plexes that incorporate numerous unfired clay
sculptures and paintings—occasionally more
than a hundred in a single mbari house. In an
mbari house at Umugote Orishaeze, near
Owerri, two of the sculptures (FIG. 34-23)
depict Ala and her consort, the thunder god
Amadioha. The god wears modern clothing,
whereas Ala appears with traditional body
paint and a fancy hairstyle. These differing
modes of dress relate to Igbo concepts of
modernity and tradition, both viewed as pos-

itive by the men who control the ritual and art. They allow them-
selves modern attire but want their women to remain traditional.
The artist enlarged and extended both figures’ torsos, necks, and
heads to express their aloofness, dignity, and power. More informally

34-23 Ala and Amadioha, painted clay sculptures in an mbari, Igbo,
Umugote Orishaeze, Nigeria, photographed in 1966.

The Igbo erect mud mbari houses to the earth goddess Ala. The painted
statues inside this one represent Ala in traditional dress with body paint
and the thunder god Amadioha in modern dress.
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posed figures and groups appear on the other sides of the house, in-
cluding beautiful, amusing, or frightening figures of animals, hu-
mans, and spirits taken from mythology, history, dreams, and every-
day life—a kaleidoscope of subjects and meanings. The mbari
construction process, veiled in secrecy behind a fence, is a stylized
world-renewal ritual. Ceremonies for unveiling the house to public
view indicate that Ala accepted the sacrificial offering (of the mbari)
and, for a time at least, will be benevolent. An mbari house never un-
dergoes repair. Instead, the Igbo allow it to disintegrate and return to
its source, the earth.

CONTEMPORARY ART
The art forms of contemporary Africa are immensely varied
and defy easy classification. Four examples, however, can
give a sense of the variety and vitality of African art today.

DOGON TOGU NA Traditionalism and modernism
unite in the contemporary Dogon togu na, or “men’s house
of words.” The togu na is so called because men’s delibera-
tions vital to community welfare take place under its shel-
tering roof. It is considered the “head” and the most impor-
tant part of the community, which the Dogon characterize
with human attributes. The Dogon build the men’s houses
over time. Earlier posts, such as the central one in the illus-
trated togu na (FIG. 34-24), show schematic renderings 

of legendary female ancestors, similar to stylized ancestral couples 
(FIG. 34-9) or masked figures (FIG. 34-17). Recent replacement posts
feature narrative and topical scenes of varied subjects, such as horse-
men or hunters or women preparing food, and these artworks in-
clude abundant descriptive detail, bright polychrome painting in
enamels, and even some writing. Unlike earlier traditional sculptors,
the contemporary artists who made these posts want to be recog-
nized and are eager to sell their work (other than these posts) to
tourists.

34-25 Trigo Piula, Ta Tele, Democratic Republic of Congo,
1988. Oil on canvas, 3� 3 3–8� � 3� 4 3–8�. Collection of the artist.

Ta Tele is a commentary on modern life showing Congolese
citizens transfixed by television pictures of the world outside
Africa. Even the traditional power figure at the center has a TV
screen for a chest.

34-24 Togu na (men’s house of words), Dogon, Mali, photographed in 1989. Wood and pigment.

Dogon men hold their communal deliberations in togu na. The posts of this one are of varied date. The oldest have traditional carvings, and the
newest feature polychrome narrative or topical paintings.
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TRIGO PIULA The Democratic Republic of Congo’s Trigo 
Piula (b. ca. 1950) is a painter trained in Western artistic techniques
and styles whose works fuse Western and Congolese images and ob-
jects in a pictorial blend that provides social commentary on present-
day Congolese culture. Ta Tele (FIG. 34-25) depicts a group of Con-
golese citizens staring transfixed at colorful pictures of life beyond
Africa displayed on 14 television screens. The TV images include ref-
erences to travel to exotic places (such as Paris with the Eiffel Tower,
FIG. 31-1), sports events, love, the earth seen from a satellite, and
Western worldly goods. A traditional Kongo power figure (compare
FIG. 34-8) associated with warfare and divination stands at the com-
position’s center as a visual mediator between the anonymous fore-
ground viewers and the multiple TV images. In traditional Kongo
contexts, this figure’s feather headdress links it to supernatural and
magical powers from the sky, such as lightning and storms. In Piula’s
rendition, the headdress perhaps refers to the power of airborne tele-
vised pictures. In the stomach area, where Kongo power figures often
have glass in front of a medicine packet, Piula painted a television
screen showing a second power figure, as if to double the figure’s
power. The artist shows most of the television viewers with a small
white image of a foreign object—for example, a car, shoe, or bottle—
on the backs of their heads. One meaning of this picture appears to
be that television messages have deadened the minds of Congolese
peoples to anything but modern thoughts or commodities. The

power figure stands squarely on brown earth. Two speaker cabinets
set against the back wall beneath the TV screens have wires leading
to the figure, which in the past could inflict harm. In traditional
Kongo thinking and color symbolism, the color white and earth
tones are associated with spirits and the land of the dead. Perhaps
Piula suggests that like earlier power figures, the contemporary
world’s new television-induced consumerism is poisoning the minds
and souls of Congolese people as if by magic or sorcery.

WILLIE BESTER Social and political issues also figure in con-
temporary South African art. For example, artists first helped protest
against apartheid (government-sponsored racial separation), then
celebrated its demise and the subsequent democratically elected
government under the first president, Nelson Mandela, in 1994.
Willie Bester (b. 1956) was among the critics of the apartheid sys-
tem. His 1992 Homage to Steve Biko (FIG. 34-26) is a tribute to the
gentle and heroic leader of the South African Black Liberation
Movement whom the authorities killed while he was in detention.
The exoneration of the two white doctors in charge of him sparked
protests around the world. Bester packed his picture with references
to death and injustice. Biko’s portrait, at the center, is near another
of the police minister, James Kruger, who had Biko transported
1,100 miles to Pretoria in the yellow Land Rover ambulance seen left
of center and again beneath Biko’s portrait. Bester portrayed Biko

34-26 Willie
Bester, Homage to
Steve Biko, South
Africa, 1992. Mixed
media, 3� 7 5–6� �
3� 7 5–6�. Collection 
of the artist.

Homage to Steve Biko
is a tribute to a leader
of the Black Liberation
Movement that pro-
tested apartheid in
South Africa. Refer-
ences to the injustice
of Biko’s death fill this
complex painting.

1 ft.
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with his chained fists raised in the recur-
rent protest gesture. This portrait memo-
rializes both Biko and the many other
antiapartheid activists indicated by the
white graveyard crosses above a blue sea
of skulls beside Biko’s head. The crosses
stand out against a red background that
recalls the inferno of burned townships.
The stop sign (lower left) seems to mean
“stop Kruger” or perhaps “stop apart-
heid.” The tagged foot, as if in a morgue,
above the ambulance (to the left) also
refers to Biko’s death. The red crosses on
the ambulance door and on Kruger’s re-
flective dark glasses echo, with sad irony,
the graveyard crosses.

Blood red and ambulance yellow
are in fact unifying colors dripped or
painted on many parts of the work. Writing and numbers, found
fragments and signs, both stenciled and painted—favorite Cubist
motifs (FIGS. 35-14 and 35-16)—also appear throughout the com-
position. Numbers refer to dehumanized life under apartheid.
Found objects—wire, sticks, cardboard, sheet metal, cans, and other
discards—from which the poor construct fragile, impermanent
township dwellings, remind viewers of the degraded lives of most
South African people of color. The oil-can guitar (bottom center),
another recurrent Bester symbol, refers both to the social harmony
and joy provided by music and to the control imposed by apartheid
policies. The whole composition is rich in texture and dense in its
collage combinations of objects, photographs, signs, symbols, and
painting. Homage to Steve Biko is a radical and powerful critique of
an oppressive sociopolitical system, and it exemplifies the extent to
which art can be invoked in the political process.

KANE KWEI AND PAA JOE Some contemporary African
artists specialize in the most traditional African art form, wood
sculpture, but have pioneered new forms, often under the influ-
ence of modern Western art movements such as Pop Art (see Chap-
ter 36). Kane Kwei (1922–1992) of the Ga people in urban coastal
Ghana created a new kind of wooden casket that brought him both
critical acclaim and commercial success. Beginning around 1970,
Kwei, trained as a carpenter, created figurative coffins intended to re-
flect the deceased’s life, occupation, or major accomplishments. On
commission he made such diverse shapes as a cow, a whale, a bird, a

Mercedes-Benz, and various local food crops, such as onions and co-
coa pods, all pieced together using nails and glue rather than carved.
Kwei also created coffins in traditional leaders’ symbolic forms, such
as an eagle, an elephant, a leopard, and a stool. Kwei’s sons and his
cousin Paa Joe (b. 1944) have carried on his legacy. In a 2000 photo-
graph (FIG. 34-27) of Joe’s showroom in Teshi, prospective cus-
tomers view the caskets on display, including an airplane and a cow.
Only some of the coffins made by Kwei and Joe were ever buried.
Many are in museum galleries and the homes of private collectors
today.

AFRICAN ART TODAY During the past two centuries and
especially in recent decades, the encroachments of Christianity, Is-
lam, Western education, and market economies have led to increas-
ing secularization in all the arts of Africa. Many figures and masks
earlier commissioned for shrines or as incarnations of ancestors or
spirits are now made mostly for sale to outsiders, essentially as
tourist arts. They are sold in art galleries abroad as collector’s items
for display. In towns and cities, painted murals and cement sculp-
tures appear frequently, often making implicit comments about
modern life. Nonetheless, despite the growing importance of urban-
ism, most African people still live in rural communities. Traditional
values, although under pressure, hold considerable force in villages
especially, and some people adhere to spiritual beliefs that uphold
traditional art forms. African art remains as varied as the vast conti-
nent itself and continues to evolve.
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34-27 Paa Joe, Airplane and cow
coffins in the artist’s showroom in Teshi,
Ga, Ghana, 2000.

The wood caskets of Paa Joe take many
forms, including animals, airplanes, and
automobiles. When commissioned, the
form always relates to the deceased, but
many collectors buy the caskets as art
objects.
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19TH CENTURY

❚ Most of the traditional forms of African art continued into the 19th century. Among these are sculp-
tures and shrines connected with the veneration of ancestors. Wooden or metal-covered figures
guarded Fang and Kota reliquaries. Especially elaborate are some Kalabari Ijaw screens with figures
of a deceased chief, his retainers, and the heads of his slaves and conquered rivals.

❚ The royal arts also flourished in the 19th century. The ultimate status symbol was the king’s throne.
That of Nsangu of Bamum makes extensive use of richly colored textiles and luminous materials
like glass beads and cowrie shells.

❚ One of the earliest African artists whose name survives is Akati Akpele Kendo, who worked for the
Fon king Glele around 1858, but most African art remains anonymous.

❚ Throughout history, African artists have been masters of woodcarving. Especially impressive
examples are the Kongo power figures bristling with nails and blades, and the Dogon and Baule
sculptures of male and female couples. Although stylistically diverse, most African sculpture
exhibits hierarchy of scale, both among figures and within the human body, and enlarged heads 
are common.

20TH CENTURY

❚ As in the 19th century, traditional arts flourished in 20th-century Africa, but the names of many
more individual artists are known. Two of the most famous are the Asante sculptor Osei Bonsu 
and the Yoruba sculptor Olowe of Ise.

❚ Osei Bonsu worked for kings and commoners alike, carving both single figures and groups,
sometimes for the linguist’s staff of a leader’s spokesman. The distinctive features of his style 
are the flattened faces and crosshatched eyebrows of his figures.

❚ Olowe of Ise won renown for the multifigure veranda posts that he carved for houses and palaces.
Elongated bodies are an Olowe characteristic, along with finely textured detail.

❚ In Africa, art is nearly always an active agent in the lives of its peoples. A major African art form 
is the fashioning of masks for festive performances. Masqueraders are almost always men, even
when the masks they dance are female, as among the Senufo, Dogon, and Kuba, but in Mende
society, women are the masqueraders.

CONTEMPORARY ART

❚ The art forms of contemporary Africa range from the traditional to works of international character
using Western techniques and motifs. Among the former are the sculpted wooden posts of Dogon
men’s houses.

❚ Two contemporary painters whose works often incorporate social and political commentary are
Trigo Piula of the Democratic Republic of Congo and Willie Bester of South Africa.

T H E  B I G  P I C T U R E
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Kalabari Ijaw ancestral screen, 
late 19th century

Throne of King Nsangu, Bamum, 
ca. 1870

Bonsu, linguist’s staff, 
mid-20th century

Senufo dance mask, 
late 20th century

Bester, Homage to Steve Biko,
1992
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